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The following abbreviations have been employed to preceed
each question:
B - rreneral Charles L. Bolte
C - Mrs, Alice Hines Cleland
P - Louis A, Peake. Interviewer
B

I think you ought to pick some of those that uh, that are,
are on2s that she can speak to much better than I can,
because, .•

P

Uh, this is a tape recorded interview being conducted in
uh, Washington, D. C,, by Louis A. Peake with the daughter
of former General John Leonard Hines, Mrs. Alice Hines
Clel2nd, and the c~nerals former aide~ General Charles L.
Bolte, United States Army Retired, Uh, General Bolte,
during what years did you know General Hines?

B

Fro~ 19 uh, uh 1919, until uh, 1968 when he died in Walter
Resd ~~Gpital.

P

Did you ever see Geni?ral Hines angry?

C

Yes.

B

Well, he could lose his temper, (La;Jghter). Pu-: ~crt.- 1.Jn:,tely
fer~~ he didnt lose it very much ani it was only just in
two or three little scoldings, but nothing, nothing but his
temper. But you know more about that than I do.

C

Well, when he was young, a young man, he lost his temper
wildly, and my mother was very worried about some of the
things he did when he lost his temper. But uh, 2.s he grew
oldert he mello~ed as I suppcse most people do and at the
end of his life he really didnt lose his temper very much.

P

Did you ever see the General amused?

C

Oh, uh yes. He had a wonderful sense of h~mor, and uh, he
told wonderful stories, He was 2.lways, uh, had a story for
every occassion practically, didnt he (to Bolte)?

B

Yes he did, I think he had uh excellent sense of humor and
he liked a good joke uh, put uh, be very light hearted one.

C

But he didnt like dirty jokes.

B

No,

C

Or anything off color,

As ...
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B Thats .••
C

In my mer10ry.

B

That is correct.

P

All right, except for the last few years before his death,
how was his health because I notice in his uh, diary entries
during the First World War he seemed to have some problems
with his stomach oc cassionally?

Very pleasurably.

C Well he, I think it was to a certain extent, he was a
hypochondriac, with nothing really much the matter with
him . ..
B

I •••

C

.. ,but he always felt there was something the matter with
him. But I dont know, I think it was a nervous ..•

B I agree with that and I think that uh, it was uh, uh a some what of a nervous-psychological thing. I, I uh, mention the
time when he uh, came up from San Antonio (Texas) to be Deputy
Chief of Staff to General Pershing and uh, General Pershing
had told him previously down in San Antonio that he wanted him
to corne up to be uh, number two. General Harbord was retiring.
And uh, General Hines I know, didnt like the prospect and uh,
shortly thereafter one morning in San Antonio, walking dovm
the railroad platform from uh, uh a trip we had taken, he spoke
about the pletform. S~emed to be co~ing up in his, in his face
and so on. I knew th~t he w2s not feeling well and he went to
bed when he got back to the, to the house in uh, Fort Sam
Houston. When he came up to Washington than, he c2me up on the
train uh, I went by, came by Chicago, a nd he came up by, by
wy- way of Cincinnati, and I met him here in Washington and took
him to General Pershin gs apartment where he went to bed a nd,
later to the hospital and stayed under the weather for uh, uh,
~ha metter of weeks and I'm sure, to my m3nd, th~t it was uh,
uh, a nervous upset, that he just hated the idea of going into
this quasi-political job as ag2inst service in the field. And
I think that it uh, it just put him under the we a ther.
C

Well he did have his tonsils taken out at the sametirne.

B

Oh, oh yes he had (lau ghter) he had somethings but I, ba s ically
this is uh, this is uh, what uh, uh what I think w~s the situation
that he, he did have uh, uh, off and on little things, ups ets and
so on th2.t uh, .• .

C

Yeah.

B

... that uh, uh ordin~rily you have, but I believe b~sic2lly it
was uh, it w~s uh, uh, uh, uh nervous tension that, ..

C

I think so.
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B

•. ,and uh, I know that uh, when he, when he uh, finally emerged
frnm, from uh, uh, uh the apartment and went to uh, to the
quarters out at Fort Meyer, uh, he uh, uh he went to a dinner,
he and Mrs. Hines, that was being given by Secretary Weeks,
The Secretary of War, And the next morning I heard, or that
night I heard, the car come back about 8:30 uh 9rJO and I
wondered what the trouble was. The next day I found out that
he'd uh, he'd, he'd been sick at the dinner and, and I think
he was just tied up in a knot with this nervousness uh, uh, uh
the psychological dislike for the uh, for the whole uh, (melia),
thnt is the whole situation •..

C

Sure.

B

... political, the servicing, ..

C

Yeah.

B

, .. in, in that type of thing, uh, but he served the four years
in it and uh, uh, successfully. But I say it was a, it was not
pleasant to him and when he finally uh, was going to leave for
his last years -of service, he told me he was going just as
da~n far from Washington as he could get.

P

Laughing,
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He went to San Francisco 2nd from their he went to the Philippines.
(Laughter).

P

Well let me ask you, did General Hines read much?

C

He did in his later life.

P

What did he enjoy reading?

C

Biographies and history and, ~nd uh, things of that kind. He
was never a novel reader though in his, when he was young, I
guess he did read things like Phonixiana. (Phonetic sp~lling).

B

I, I think yes.

He read a great deal.

C Things that he remembered he used to quote.

But I have never
h~ard of because they were so old fashioned, And he had all
kinds of stories from the McDuffy (McGuffy) Readers which he
stvdied at school in uh, White Sulphur Springs, and he was
alw~ys quoting them. Poems and, and stories from them.

B But during the time that, that I was with him and subs-subsequent
uh I, I, I dont think he read very much because he was so .••
C

To busy,

B

•.. to busy, preoccupied with his, with his uh, service or uh,
obligations which were uh, uninterrupted that he didnt, he
didnt read very much. Certainly in, in books or magazines uh.
Uh, he read the p::i.pPrs of course, the news:_ca:rers, but uh, but
not reading for recreation. In my, in my experience with him.

C

But after he retired he did.

P

What did he especially en j oy doing?

C

Well, riding horseback and playing golf, when he was older,
and uh ...

P

I understand, ..

C

.,,dancing.

P

... that he enjoyed dancing?

C

Dancing.

B

Oh, he liked parties.

C

He loved parties,

B

Yes.

C

·Yes.

p

Did he, what did he dislike doing?

C

Paperwork.

He liked ..•

(Laughter).

B I, I think so.

Yes sir.

P

Uh , how was General Hines as a public speaker?

C

Terrible.

B

I a~ree with that. I, I, I wrote uh, notes for him to, fr om
which to speak. And uh, uh, I, I tried uh, s hort n otes and I
tried long notes and I re~ernber one t hat I, I had cards in
which he could take out every other card that he wanted to
and it still was a co~nected speech but he forg ot to take any
of the cards out (laught~r ) and it lasted about, twice as long
~s it should have.

P

Did he ever speak before a TV or radio audience?

B

No .

C

No.

B

Never for, for record because it really, there wasnt an-an-

C

There wasnt any.

B Wasnt going on at that time.
C

No.

B

V':'g_snt any suc h thing. But he spoke at the op-eni ns and cl osing
of the Army ','lar Collece I think fo~ four years th ere while he
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B

(cont) was Vice-Deputy Chief of Staff and Chief of Staff. And
uh, we'd, we'd ride down in the morning and I'd have his notes
for him and he'd, he'd say uh, must have eaten something last
night, I dont know what it is, and he'd go ahead (laughter) and
make this speech and he was a very poor speaker. But when we
finished it and started out he in the car, he'd say uh, call up
General Craig, see if he doesnt want to play golf. He's, he was
all right and he never would admit what it was that had, that
had uh, bugged him.

C

Upset him.

B

No, he disliked public speaking.

C

But my mother and I used to set whenever he made a speech, just
miserable (emphasis).

B

(Laughs) Yeah.

C

We, we just, I, we finally got so we couldnt even go when he was
going to make a speech.

P

Other than public speaking did he converse easily?

C

Yeah.

B

Oh yes. And, and in speaking to troops, and to troops and
nersonnel in the course of du~y he was uh, I wont say fluent,
~ut (garbled) he wasnt, verbose but he's uh, he, he knew what
he w2nted to say and he said it then. But it was . • •

C

Uh-huh.

B

... on the platform, no.

C

And he was concis~ and to the point •..

B DefinitP-ly.
C

... when he talked to a per - to somebbdy about a certain subject.

B

Oh, I think thats one of his, outstanding characteristics was
his ability to go straight to the, the point of uh, whatever the
question was of uh, stripping off the nonessentials and going
straight to the, to the point.

P

Was General Hines a religious man?

C

Not in the conventional sense. He was brought up a Catholic and
when he was a child (clears throat) he was an acolyte and, and
did a.11 kinds of thines that Catholics, children do in the church.
But when he went to w;st Point he dropped it, Of course he had
to go to Chapel. But he, he never went to church to my memory.
But he was married in, as a Catholic, for his mothers sake,
because he knew it would break her heart if he were not married
in the church. But he was not a religious man. Conventional
memory uh, meaning of the word.
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P

Was he easy or difficult to get along with?

C Well, when he was young I'd say he was difficult.
when he was older he was not.

But uh,

B

No he was, he was uh, (tapping) not difficult to get along _
with in, in all the years I knew him.

P

And as, what about with his work?
to get along with in his work?

B

Well, people got along with him. There, theres any question
about that and uh, uh, he uh, he was uh, a good administrator
in the military sense uh, and, and therefore there'd be no
difficulties in, in, in that connection.

P

Did he feel self- conscious about anything to your recollections?

Was he easy or difficult

C Not that I would say, I would say no.

(Tapping).

B

I dont think he'd, he'd uh, was possible for him to be selfconscious, uh in that sense. He was uh, he was so forthright
and uh, and uh, to a sense uncomplicated in his relationships
uh, uh with uh, personnel, the people that he came in, in uh,
in contact with. In the service, I'm speaking of the service,
I dent know about the uh, uh, uh other contacts. He wasnt
politically minded. He didnt uh, uh in fact he shunned it
which is characteristic I think of that generation in the
military service.

P

What was he proud about?

(Pause)
He
...

proud of his brother.

C

Well, he was proud of his career.
He w~s proud of his family. And,

P

I know he once ~ention ~d in, 5n a quote in r~~ P~~lv ~agaz ine,
to him his coie of li~e was more or less the code of ~est
Fei nt: Duty, Honor, Country.

C

He was very proud of being a West Pointer.

B

Uh, he spoke to that uh, uh at his uh, uh Birthday party.

C

Yeah.

B

Uh, and, and its his hundreth birthday, it g~ve him a little,
a little talk ~hich unfortunately, was not recorded. We tried
to get dovm what he said there but he spoke off the cuff. And
uh (clears voice) uh, it was quite an emotional moment there
for everybody that was there. He, he said that had been his
guide all through his life and he was telling these young uh,
Cedets to, that were down to visit him there uh, of uh, of that
guide he had had.

P

Did Gen~ral Hines ever express any regret at anything and wish
it could be done over?

was

Hundreth Birthday.
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C

Not that I remember.

B

No, I dont uh, uh I dont think he regretted coming up to, to
the War Department. But uh, but uh, he, he certainly wasnt
anxious to, to do it. To take that job, That was a, (pause)
so I dont think I have heard him regret any uh, past.

P

Was he afraid of anything?

B

(Laughs).

C

No.

B

He was es fearless as anybody I ever knew of.

C

I n~ver knew him to be afraid of anything.

P

Could he stand being told he was wrong and do you recall when
2.nyone told him?

B

No.

(Laughs).

I h~ve no recollection of anything like thst.
know, uh.

I dont

C Nor h2.ve I.
B

The only thing of th~, had be in anywhere in that connection,
I think of in connection with thet with the uh, Mitchell trial.
Uh, at that time there was a situation in Washington . of a uh,
one of the three district commissioners, uh, uh whose firm I
think ha~dled uh, uh cases for uh, patients at St. Elizabeths
Hospital. And a congressm=1n uh, uh, 'I'exas congressman named
uh, Blanton, uh took after this uh, this commissioner of the
District of Columbia and uh, in public, in his tirades, accused
him of being a uh, a vulture fattening on the troubles of the
patients in, in St. Elizabeths and so on, and finally the, the
commissioner uh, uh resigned or had to resign his, his job as
com~issioner. And General Hiries, in referring .to it, said
apropos of the Jf:i tchell trial, if the, if Mitchell's council
uh, another congressman from Illinois and I cant remember, Read
I think his neme W8s, if uh, if that council had attacked me in
the sarne vein that this man Blanton had attacked the commissioner
he said, I think the President wouldnt have had any choice but
to ask me to uh, to leave my job as Chief of Staff, That was a
uh, uh, his concern about that and uh, uh of cotrrse no, no such
thing h~pp~n9d 2nd he never was attacked by, by, by the council
for Kitchell. 3ut the, worried him, that uh, that uh, that of
course he was much concerned about that very difficult situation
because as Chief of Staff he was responsible for the, for the
conduct of the ·having of the court-martial and so on and uh, in
the official technical sense, for a friend of his, a man that he
had a lot or regard for, was uh, was not a pleas~nt official
task. But uh, there wasnt anything to do about it, thats, had
to be done.

P

Did the death of-his wife have any lasting effect upon him?
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C

\'/ell, as he, I think it, of course he only lived ten years
afterwards and, he, he \':as so relieved that she was spared
any further suffering in illness that I think it was a relief
to him to, to know that she was, not in pain and misery as
she had been for a good many years.
(To Bolte) What would
you say?

B Yeah.

I, I, I think he was a man with, with deep emotions
that, that were not evident.

C

But he was pragmatic, He, he accepted things. He didnt
try to uh, look back and think well I wish she were here
now or things like that. He, he would just go on from their.

P

All right, as to General Hines in World War One, uh, General
Bolte, do you recall any complaints General Hines made about
the other Allies in World War One uh, specifically about
their way of fighting the war?

B

I cant a:1s,·.·e r you questions on, on World War On<? you see,
because although I was serving in his command, thats why I
mention if you, if you could uh, get in touch with uh, with
Gen~ral Ralph Smith out in, I sent you his address, Kilburn,
oh no another hope, Ralph Smith, I think in Palo Alto (California). Because Ralph was bn his staff during the war and
was quite close to him and uh, I thought of it as uh, as a
12.-:,::.r thought when I wrote you and I said if :,rou, I dont
know whether he's uh, uh he was in France the last I knew
about him. But Ralph could tell you more about things close
to him and his aides during the war but I, I dont have any
contact with them.

P

Well let me ask you .•.

B Melissie Coleman uh, Melissie Colem~n was one wasnt it Alice?
And, ..
C

No.

B

.. , 2nd Lawrence?

C

Not until after the war,

B

After the w2.r, and, but there was a Captain L2.wrence .••

C 12.v,T ence?
B

••• L2vrrence was with him.

C

Yeah.

B

Yeah.

C

... who lives in New York but I dont know.

B

But I didnt answer any because I, I uh, he didnt know me at
211 in the war an d T only knew him es a Division end, and
hi GhGr cor.~ ~~d9r.

Ch2.rles Lawren~e •..
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P

Well, in his recollections to you then, did General Hines ever
express any doubts to you about winning the First \'lorld War?

B

No.

P

Did he ever think their would ever be a second one?

B

He never expressed any. I, I dont think he even thought so.
I think that everybody else in the uh, whole country I think,
thought thats the last one. Were not going to have anymore,
No I, I didnt. But then I wouldnt have any views of any,
thought there'd be another one. I'm sure he never expressed
such an idea.

P

J'firs. Cleland, did he ever mention 2.nything uh, to you or to
his wife e~out the Treaty of Versailles or Paris Peace Conference
and what he thou g ht of that?

C

Noh~ never did th2t I can recall.

P

And the League of N2.tions?

C

Nope.

P

Uh, General Bolte, how would you evaluate General Hines as a
soldier uh, specific2.lly his strong points and his limitations?

B

Well (tapping) to ~e he ,·:as a premier soldier and, theres no
quest~oT'l :r: r:y mind e.b :J ut th~t 2!:d I•m sre2.king of cou!"'se, of
h~ ~ :r::i..2-itary uh, c2.:;abilities and his uh, his u.h, uh his conduct
and uh, stature, to me was uh, uh, uh m2.:rbe I'm very prejudiced
(laughs) but thats the way I've always thought of him, And uh.

C

Well, General Pershing said that ...

B

And General, yes, theres no question of what General Pershing
said about him, ..

C

Yeah,

B

... in writing.

P

Where he said he was number one.

B

... nu~ber one among the list of General officers known to me
and I recomm9nd him for uh, Chief of Staff or any other
ass5gn~ent and there's no QUestion about that.

P

Did he have anj limitations as a soldier?

B

None that I know of.

P

Well, as Chief of ...

B

The only thing I say is that I dont think he lik~d the, the uh,

No question,

(Tapping).

Its in his, in .•.

I, I uh, I ... (Pause)
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B

(cont) uh, uh, uh assignments or work that involved uh, uh
quasi - poJ.itical aspects. I, I think that he uh, didnt like
that and I dont think thats peculiar at all.

P

All right, as office of Chief of Staff, how would you evaluate
General Hines work as Army Chief of Staff?

B Well its a little difficult for me to do any evaluation from
my base of it. I think it was, perfect as anythin~ could be.

P

Would you say he had any influence on American military policy •••

B

Definitely.

P

... during this time?

B Definitely during that time. I think it was, it w2s a very
har d time. I think you have to remember that after World War
One, the army was reduced from something like four million to,
to uh, about one hundred eighteen thous and men. And the budget
was uh, was uh, under three million dollars one year, around
1924 I think. So to administer that wes a pretty difficult
thing to do and uh, he surmounted those difficulties in my
opinion. (Pause) As far as I can see from my, uh, worms eye
view.
C

Well he kept the army alive, where at the time when it might
have gone under. Dont you think (to Bolte)?

B

I think so, yes,

And uh, he uh, he, he, he vtas faced with

nractical problems of, of the r?duction of uh, of the number
of military posts and activities uh, to conform to the
reduction in the military budget and the strength of the ermy
a nd that was a very, very difficult thing to do, ~uch easier
to do it when you've got plenty of money and plenty of men.
And this was a shoestring.
P

This one shuts off automatically doesnt it? (Referring to
recorder). At the end of the tape. All right uh, what about
Gener2.l Hines specifically during the Billy Mitchell courtmartial, His role as Chief of Staff?

B

Well, a.s I've said, he, he uh, he was responsible naturally
as uh, as Chief of Staff of the Army for the uh, uh, uh
establishment of the court and uh, but not for any-anything
in its conduct.

p

He did not sit on the board?

B

Oh no,

p

Did he select the officers who sat on the bo~rd?

B

Not to my knowledge.

.

Did he order the court-marti a l?

1)

The, the uh •••
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B

I think he was, the order was by order of the Secretary of
War and, and his name as Chief of Staff, But uh, thats uh,
thats like all War Department orders were issued at that
time, So he had no personal uh, uh, responsibility and as
I say it was a, an unpleasant thing because uh, General
Mitchell was a, was a friend of his and an associate during,
during the war. But uh, there was no alternative, Uh.

p

Did General Hines uh, believe then or see any future in the
Army Air Service at that time?

B

Oh, oh yes. He, I would say he was uh, uh, uh I wont say
pioneer but he was, he was one of a very few of the senior
officers who uh, who first saw the uh, uh, the p3rt that
air was going to play in military operations in the future
and even back into World War One, he was uh, he was uh, a,
a believer in the, having uh, aviation uh, uh support the
uh, the operations of the forces that he was in command of.

F

Would you say he advocated air power?

B

To that extent yes. I think he did. I would contrast him
with my father-in - law who, who uh, on leaving uh, this
country for France, told his wife, Addie if the War Department
ever cab:t.es you that I was killed in an airplane crash, its
a damn lie,
(Laughter). But that, General Hines was of an
onnosite view, He, he believed in and used the uh, the uh,
the power of air.

C

Well I think he alwa vs felt it should stay in the Army,
Dont you (to Bolte)?v

B

Oh yes,

C

Not be a seperate,

B

He was not uh, not a pidneer in the, in the seperation of uh,
ground forces B.nd air. forces which came later of course,

P

How did he f eel about the Navy's role?

B

Well, the f';2vy had very little role you see in uh, in so far
as the operations of, of the expeditionary forces. They
simply transported them and protected them on the way over seas
and, and uh, the only Navy elements that uh, th~t uh, participated
at, at uh, he had uh, cognizance of, were some uh, were some
large caliber n2.v2.l guns that were, were uh, used in support of
some of the ground forces. And uh .••

P

Let rne clarify my question. I mean, what uh, how did he view
the Navy's role during the Mitchell court-martial with regard
to the fact that Billy Mitchell criticized the Navy over the
Shenandoah disaster?

Uh, but uh .••

B Well I dont think he ever expressed in my hearing any, any uh,
uh, uh pro and con views of what was going on in the court, in
the testimony and ~~rts I think he would have, would have
refrB.ined from 2.ny, nny such uh, uh ...
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P

Will Rogers made an appearance before the Mitchell courtmartial. Did General Hines ever recall anything about that
or ... ?

B

Not to my knowledge, no,

C

I didnt know he had.

P

A rather amusing thing I read in a retired officers journal
recently, that uh, my uncle had showed me , where Will, Will
Rogers rnnde an appearance.

B

Well ..•

P

It added a little humor to the . • .

B

••• yeah.
There were some uh, uh some humorous incidents.
My f2.th~r - in-law was on the court and uh, one of his colleagues
on the court I remember, when uh, when, when one of the officers
testified th a t he had been flying along and uh, and a shell had
p~ssed him and burst and that he flew into the burst of the shell
and, end uh, the witness testified that, he said I know it
sounds incredible and uh, General on the court said I agree,
thats all and no further questions,
(Laughter) That was
Eddy King.

P

He uh, General MacArthur also sat on that court as a junior
officer at that time.

B

Mac.Arthur was on the court to.

P

The following people were associated with General Hines at
sometime during his life ~nd career. What can either of you
recall about General Hines relationship with Leonard Wood?

B I dont have any uh ...
C

Well, I just r e member that he knew him and, as General Woods
aide, was a very good friend. And, uh, General Kilburn, a
different Kilburn, and his wife was a great friend of my
mothers. But uh, I dont, I dont think father and General
Wood ~ere ever intimate friends and, in the sense or ever
really had much contact.

P

Georg e Karshell?

C

Well he admir~d him greatly and was great friend of his and
when they were _on, was General Fershings staff together, they
were very intimate. And all through the years he admired
General Pershirn; uh General Viarshall and of course they lived
next door to each other when father was Chief of Staff and they
used to ride horseback together every morning before they went
to the, to the uh, uh War Dep~rtment, to the office. And they
rode all over the hills of Virginia which are now the suburbs •••

B

Yec1.h,

C

... a nd it w~s just co untry.

Eut I ...
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B

But of course he was associated with General Marshall, when
Marshall was a Lieutenant Colonel in uh, in uh, in the staff
of First Division I think and then in the First Army when uh,
when General Marshall was G-3 of the First Army that uh, that
reallv ~oritor~d the rnove~cnt of all of the forces from the
St, Mlhiel uh, operation over to the Meuse-Argonne operation
and uh, when General Hines commanded the Fourth Division, uh,
and later the Third Corps and General Marshall was the, was
the G-3 of the, of the First Army. So they were very closely
associated in a military sense. Uh, during World War One and
then of course after th?-t, up to the time that uh, that uh
General r.~.:.rshall was uh, later Chief of Staff of course and
uh, uh, mutual admiration I think.

C

And he used to come and see (clears voice) father after father
had retired. And General Marshall was Chief of Steff. He
would come every, maybe once a month, and spend uh, half an
hour or so, visiting with him. Just in a friendly way which
father appreciated · very much and made him feel (in French garbled) with the Second World War to a certain extent. Dent
you think (to Bolte)?

B

I cert2inly do.

P

President Coolidge?

B Well, President Coolidge of course was Freside!'lt during the
Mitchell trail period. I think that was when, when General
Hines made this remark about the, that I know there association
of course, was, wes only that of a Chief of St~ff of the Army
and a Fres5dent. I, I know, no opinions or view or anything
else that •.•
C

I know he felt that Coolidge was a very cold man and he had
(clecrs voice) been associated •.• (end of tape).

NOTE:

Due to interviewers error, side two of tape one is blank.
Go on to tape two, side one for continuation.
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B

•.• which later became uh, uh, uh black uh ••.

C

Cuffs.

B

• ,,cuff uh, braid,

C

Uh •••

B

Cuffs there. The General Staff wore before black braid came
in on the cuff of the, of the uniform,

P

This is the second tane and we were discussing General Hines
relationship with President Coolidge and you were saying that
you felt President Coolidge was cold.
(To Mrs. Cleland).

C

And he felt President Harding was very warm, easy person to
know and he h~d uh, really affection for him and enjoyed his
~ssociation with him, But he did not feel the seme way about
President Coolidge.

P

Did President Coolidge ever criticize General Hines?

C

Not that I know of.

B

No,

C

He may have •..

B

I wouldnt know.

C

•.. but I dont know.

P

President Wilson?

C

I dont remember that he even knew him.

P

I had read in his diary where he once met Fresident Wilson's
da ughter in France, Missy Wilson. (Gg_rbled).

I dont 'know,

But he may have.

B She over to make some visits there I think when there.
P

General Bullard?

B Well my only recollection is uh, uh of, of his co:-r::mentary
after the war uh, of uh, trouble that he, General Hines had
had uh, with the Chief of Staff of the Third Corps. And uh,
he arranged to ·have him relieved and uh, sent to another
assignment, And in discussing it with General Bullard after
the war, General Bullard asked him how did you get rid of, of
uh Bjornstadt, and General Hines told him that he uh, he told
the Army Chief of Staff that either he'd have a new Chief of
Staff or they get a new Corps commander. General Bullard
said well I tried to do it but I, I couldnt or something,
That was, that was the only thing, comment I know of,
association between General Hines and General Bullard.
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C

Well I just know that they were friends.
General Bullard.

And he admired

B

Of course he succeeded him in command of the Third Corps.
That was the, that was the uh, •••

C

And then he succeeded him as Deputy Chief of Staff,
General, oh no, that was •.•

B

No.

C

... that was General Harbord.

B

Harbord, Harbord.

C

That was General Earbord.

B

Harbord wes uh, ...

C

Ye2h,

B

,,,was uh, the Deputy Chief of Staff ...

C

Yeah.

B

•.. that he relieved,

C

Yeah.

B

Took over after.

P

General Summerall?

Wasnt

B Vlell, General Summerall of course, was on record for uh, uh
General Hines performance in, in uh, in the, the First Division
in the uh, in the uh, operations at Soisson during the AisneMarne offensive. But uh, uh, General Summerall succeeded
General Hines 2s Chief of Staff of the Army, And uh, and uh,
uh right away tried to, to force General Hines retirement in
order to have the vacancy available for a man that General
Summerall wanted to appoint. And General Summerall uh, uh,
wanted to order General Hines before a retiring board uh, in
order to eet the vac~ncy if he were retired. And Surgeon
General of the Army, General Ireland, told General uh, Summerall, that if he did that he'd have to put all the officers in
the, in the Army before retiring boards because General Hines
could uh, couJd uh, was more active and more capable than all
the rest of them. So General Summerall didnt succeed in uh,
so there was uh, uh, uh a falling out if you w?nt to call it,
at the, 2t the uh, point of General uh, Summerall succeeding
GPner~l Hines as Chief of Staff. General Summerall made a
visit to uh, to the Ninth Corns Area at San Francisco while
General Hines was there. And-uh, uh, there relationshins
were, were pretty cool at th2t time. I think General -
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(cont) Summerall took some actions which uh, uh, which uh,
I would say reflected on the situation in Corps Area as he
thought it was and issued some instructions to do some changes
which after all, didnt take place. So I dont think their
relationships were very good there.

C He never forgave General Summerall. And when General Summerall
was out at Walter Reed sup-dying, somebody called father and
told him and asked him to go out and see him. Father wouldnt
do it.
B

Yes, I think there was a falling out there. But during the
war when General Summerall commanded the First Division in
which Gen~ral Hines was a RegiMental commander and later uh,
Brigadier General, Brigade commander, General Sumrneralls
VTitten comments on him were of the highest order.

C

But father was an unforgiving person. If he once felt that
somebody had let him down, he never forgave them.

P

General Peyton March?

B Well I dont know. Ky only impression is that General uh, uh,
March was at uh, uh, I'll say at outs with General Fershin~
an~ ~pne~~l Eines was a svprc~t~r of General Pershi~g. ~nd
~ o ..• I think •..
C

Thats what I would say. Pe, he didnt admire General March
the way he should have admired the Chief of Staff of the Army.

B

I, I think so. Uh, which I believe was understand2ble. Uh,
I think th~t everybody uh, that kno~s anything about that period
knows the, the difficulties between General March 2s Chief of
Staff and General Pershing comreandi~g the Expeditionary Forces
in Europe. And uh, it was a pretty difficult relationship I
would say. And uh, its a fortunate thing that uh, the war was
won.

P

General Hunter Liggett?

B

I, I, I have no, no knowledge .•.

C

He admired him greatly. He was one of his heroes. He felt that
he was a, 2 great soldier and a great gentleman and he was
unstinting in his pr2.ise of General Liggett.

B

Well, their of the same mold I think in my opinion.

C

Same what (to Bolte)?

B

Mold.

C

Oh.

P

Newton D. Baker?

C

Ee admired him.
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Yes, I think so.

I uh, I think he ...

P

Do you think his admiration stemmed from the fact that Mr.
Baker was from West Virginia also?

C

I dont think so.

I dont, I never knew that he was until

this moment.

B I dont think I ever knew it either.
P

Huh.

T2sker Bliss?

C He admired him.

I know that.

But, I know very little about

their relationships.

B Yes I know.

General Bliss of course was uh, was the pr edecessor
there and uh, uh, and uh, I mean, much before his time as, as
an associ a te so his, his view I wouldnt think was just of
admiration for the, for the soldierly accomplishments of
General Bliss.

P

As for some of the foreign officers that he was associated with,
do you have a~y recollection- recollections of General Foch?

B

Uh, General ~o~h made it, made a uh, trip around this country
of course, after the war was over. Uh, I've forgotten what
that, what timing that was, but right, right after the, wonder
where General Hines was at the time. When Foch came - made his,
his trip 2round, ..

C

I dent re~ e~ber either.

Wa s it Fort Dodge (to Bolte)?

B No, I think maybe he was still at San Antonio.

I, I cant
remember but I , ! remember his, he must have been on the train
with him becau s e I remember him telling me the incident of,
of uh, on the way from El Paso to San Antonio, General Foch
lifting up the uh, uh curtain in the, in the pullrr.an there and
lookin~ out a nd saying "still Texas"? (Laughter). But people
had told him about, what a big state Texas was in coming across.
I remember General Pines telling me that about General Foch.
It was "still Texas"? So where he was at that time when Foch
made his trip around the country I, I dont remember. Foch
spoke at the Army War College I remember.

P

Any rellect-, a ny r e collections of General Hines association
with Seneral Foch in France during the w~r?

B

No and I dont think that they, there was any uh, any uh,
opportunity for relationships between the, the uh, Commanderin-Chief of the Allied armies in one place and General Hines
in the other.

P

General Pet~in?

B No.
P

None at all that I recollect.

General (coush) Petain decor a ted (nose blowing) General Hines
at the end of the wa r with the uh ...
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B Croix de Guerre.
P

••• Croix de Guerre and the Legion of Honor.

B

Yeah.

C

Well that was just a ceremony where he decorated a great many
Generals at the sametime and I dont think tpere was ever any .••

B

No personal.,.

C

•••

B

No personal.

C

. ,,relationship between them,

P

About the British General, General Haig?

C

As far as I know he never knew him.

Well, this was before my knowledge with him.

personal.,.

B I really dont think he knew anything about him,
C Because General Haig I think, died didnt he, before (pause)
due to the war.
B

No I have no recollection of. No Haig was uh, was uh commanding
on the British front there, I dont think that uh .••

C No,

I dont think they ever knew each other.

B

No.

P

General Joffre?

B

I dont think he ever knew General Joffre either.

C

No,

P

How about General KacArthur?

C

Well.,.

B I'm trying to think.
C

... I would th5nk the less sa5d about it the better.

B

Yes.

C

Well, he did not admir~ General MacArthur and later when he,
when General Hines was in command of the Philippines, and
followed General ½2cArthur who had come b2~k here to become
Chief of S~aff, (cle2rs voice) he found the Philippine
department in a sorry state according to him and he felt

But I dont have anything to say.

I think that uh •.•
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C

(cont) that General MacArthur had not kept up the, · the morale
and the, also the uh, training of the troops. I wouldnt want
to be quoted about that though (laughing) and here I am telling
about it on this.

B

Yeah.

C

But he did not admire General MacArthur.

P

General Eisenhower?

C

He did, he never knew him. Except when he was a very old man
and Gener2.l Eisenhower came out to Walter Reed as a patient
and they saw each other out there and they were friendly. But
they had no real relationship •.•

B

No.

C

... that I know of.

B

No.

Well that all right.

They were very far 2.p2.rt.

Or, afterwards, Gener2..1 ..•

C No.
B

••• General Eisenhower didnt go over to France .••

B

... during the first war.

C

No.

B

No, no. He was commanding of the tank training center up at
Gettysburg I think uh, Eisenhower was during the war. He
didnt go overse2..s,

P

Georges. Patton Jr?

C

He admired him. He was very fond of him as a-personally.
And , th ought he was a great guy.

B

Yes, yes.

C

And that all I can ...

B

Yes as a, as a uh, uh, as a junior officer to him.
wh2. t he was .. .

C

Yeah.

B

... when he knew him as a .•.

P

General Harbord?

B

Well, Generc=~l Hines succeeded General Harbord of course 2.s
uh, as uh, as Deputy Chief of Staff. But he had known General
Harbord of course, during th9 w2r when uh, uh Harbord w2s to

He wasnt in the first

Thats
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B

(cont) uh, at onetime in the Second Division and then again
~s, as uh, Commander of the, of the Services of Supply. But
I dont know anything of their uh, relationships other than
that of mutual respect and uh, and friendship.

P

General Fox Conner?

B

Well they were very much of a mind.

C

They were very intimate friends.

B

Yeah. Very intimate friends and very, very (pause) very much
of a mind I think there. Same kind of soldiers I think.

P Generel

w.

I think they were uh •.•

D. Conner?

B

J dont know anything of whether he, I'm sure he kn ew him
but I dont know Enything about his relationships with or
opinions.

P

What about General MacAndrews?

B

Well I, I dont know. Uh, General MacAndrews of course, was
C~ief of St a :f uh, t o Ge ne r al ? ershing a~d t~~ A~? (Arn2rican
Fx.,..,
'F'
• J':"...,. di
- ti
- on~r··
• ....,_ :I
. ,. '-r,r
.. l":oe,:
\, ., '- ._, \ and uh, uh, uh but! dent, I have no
idea what uh, what uh conn9ction or opinions or relationships.
0

P

I

Uh, General Hines participated in some of the following

operations and do you have any recollections that he may have
made to either of you about the following: Cheteau-Thierry?

B No.

This was in the First Division and I, I"ve nothing about
it except from the record.

P

Anything he may have written to you J\'irs. Cleland during the war?

C

:-re,

P

St. J'.~ihiel?

B

Well in the St. Mihiel uh, uh, uh operation he, he was co~mand ing the Fourth Division in which I was a young Captain and uh,
I saw nothing or heard nothing of his uh, uh activities during
that. Subsequently in the Meuse-Argonne oper2tion, oh I, I
should say I rememter in the St. Mihiel uh, uh, the uh, bulk of
the division and the regiment that I was with was uh, was behind
the line or in ·reserve and I remember his coming up and uh, to
visit the division and uh, in its area and uh, uh, looking over
the troops and the uh equipment and I can see him now getting
down on his hands and knees and looking under the, under the
underpinning of one of the trucks thPre just as a, to sew
whether there wes any uh, uh care being taken of it in the
field where, of course, it was pretty muddy and dirty. But I,
I saw him down. And I saw him on, on horseback uh during the
~h, rest period between the Aisne-~arne and St. lfihiel, shortly

he n~ver vrrote to me (laughing). He vrrote to, he wrote to
my mother. But uh, I have no recollec t ions of any kinds of
military things that he wrote.
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B

(cont) after he took over command of the Fourth Division.
remember him on horseback out in the field. There was a,
there was a general that I (laughs) I thought you could
(laughing) could go with.

P

General Hines was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross
for his part during the Soisson operation. Do you have any
comments about that?

I

B No thats uh, (pause) thats before I knew him.
C

Well, I just know that he, he received it and I've read the •••

B

Cit ation.

C

••• citation. But uh, ex - except for that I dent. But a
s trange thing was that my husband who was also a Captain
wa snt he (to Bolte)?

B

Yes.

C

Or Lieutenant and they both won the Distinguished Service Cross
the same day in the same battle but they didnt know each other.
I thought that was queer.

B

Yeah, yeah.
operation.

C

But they didnt know each other.

B

No, no.

C

Until years later.

B

No.

P

Ge neral Hines is often be2n compared with another famous
\'lest Virginia general who fought during the Civil W2..r on the
side of the Confederacy, "Stonewall" Jackson, for his rarid
rise in promotions. Any comments on that?

B

Well, I'd say they're v ery, v ery much the same kind of (pause)
of man. In, in many respects I think. As I can read, h~ve
read about uh "Stonewall" Jackson,

That was, no I, j dont remember even this - the

C He admi r ed Stonewall Jackson greatly. I know, I know that.
One time he was at a, a party in London and met Lady Astor.
And they were dancing and she is from Virginia. And she said
what color-part of the country are you from? And he said West
Virginia. And she stopped him in the middle of the dance floor
and said no, you're the only good thing I ever heard of that
came from West Virginia. (Laughter) And he said well what
a.bout the ambassador and his wife who was Ambassador Davis.
And he mentioned "Stonewall" Jackson and Lee's horse "Traveler"
(laughter) and, I dont know who else (laughing) and Lady Astor
said oh come on, lets dance.
(Laughter).
B

Ye a h •

Th~ t v· ~ s 11 k e h ~ r .
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P

What about General Hines role following the First World War
with the Army of Occupation in Germany? (Pause) Recall anything about the Gen-the German people, following the war?
Their feelings towards Americans, their feelings towards the
war?

B

Well I didnt know anything about uh, General Hines in Third
Corps which is uh, I mean the uh, the uh troops across the
Rhine because uh, uh, uh ••.

C

He

B

... at Neuwied. I was with a division on the other side there
so I, I, I dont know anything about the uh, the uh •..

C

He had this castle belonging to the Prince of Neuwied and uh,
it was his headq_u2rters and they, he and his staff, lived in
it. And the Princess had a, some apartment or rooms in it.
And uh, they were friendly relations but they really saw
nothing of them. But uh, I think he was embarrassE>d at
having taken over her home and, dont you (to Bolte)?

B

Yes. Fr- From what I've read and so on, why it was uh, uh, uh,
they were uh, on a soc - social basis which was uh, uh, uh, uh
in our ey- eyes, a gentlern2.nly level and so on, thing, and uh,
uh made it a little difficult I think •.•

C

Yeah.

B

••• to, to h~ve your relationships with that kind.
But that,
I didnt know anything about the situation then over there.
Didnt know him then.

C

The Fri nee of \'J:1les visited him there at that castle. And he
admired him greatly. And later when he abdicated, its the
only time I can remember my p~rents having a, a disagreement.
(Laughs).

B

Yeah.

C

Because father felt that uh, well they were on opposite sides
of the abdication. Father felt that the, the uh, Pr3nce of
Wales or the King, was right to marry the woman he loved. My
mother thought he should have stayed on as King.
(Laughter).

B

Thats a good thing to split on.

C

They used to argue. Thev'd get so mad at each other.
(Laughs)
Its the only tiie that IM can remember when they really got mad
at each other. Later life.

p

Back to his role as Chief of Staff, about the joint Army-Navy
operations in 1925 in Hawaii. His role?

B

Well the, the year before was the joint uh, Army-Navy operation
in P~~ama in '24. And I went with him uh, on that uh, exercise.
In which uh, he and uh, and the Commander - in-Chief of the fleet

W3S

at Neuwied.

(Germany on the Rhine River)

(Laughs)

2)

B

(cont) Admiral Koontz, were the Chief Umpire, jointly the
Chief Umpire. And uh, uh it was a little embarassing, little
difficult because General Hines then was Chief of Staff and
he3d of the Army and was a Major General, two stars. And
Admiral Koontz v,·~s co:n-r.2.nd i~g the fleet, was a fn'..J.:r star
Admiral. So w~en we went to Panama, General Hines and I
went on board the "Seattle" which was the flagship of
Admiral Koontz and we stayed on the flagship during the whole
exercise tied up at the dock in uh, in Colon (Panama), at the
uh, at the Atlantic end of the canal. So when the maneuver
was over uh, and we went back uh, nnd the maneuver was coming
up for the next year, General Hines to go to Hawaii, said I
dont sant to go. But Mr. Weeks the Secretary said, you go.
Was emb2rassing, So General Hines and I travelled out by
train to San ?rancisco and got on board the "Seattle", flagship of Admiral Koontz, travelled out to-tied up at the dock
in Honolulu and stayed on the dock where the office of the
umpire was all during the exercise. And I, as a young Captain,
thought it was outrageous in both of them because here were ·
all the f2cilitieR ashore and we, we, the chief umpire, had
to stay on board the Admirals flagship because uh, he was a
four star AdMiral and the Chief of Staff of the Army was two
stars. And uh, uh, I thought it was uh incidentally, the
Navy at that, the highest ranking officer in the Army was
two st~rs. The Navy at that· time, h~d seven three and fat~
star Admirals and uh, its been straightened out now tb a
certain extent but it sure was hard going. And uh, uh, I
think that General Hines, when he was Chief of Staff, was
asked by Admiral, uh -General Davis, the Adjutant General,
why, why he wouldnt he go to the President, ask to h2.ve the
Chief of Staff of the Army made a four star General. But
General Hines wouldnt do it.
1

P

\'lh?_t about ..•

B

Gener~l Summerall did and he became a four star Admiral as
Chief uh General as Chief of Staff of the Army.,

p

.•
... about the ensuing year, 1925, in u,,awa.11.
their?

B

That was the operation where we went out and tied up
2.t the do~k and we stayed on the "Seattle" whi1e the exercise
w2..s going on.

P

Did ~enerel Hines have any realizations at all that 2ctually
what, what they practised in Hawaii then would eventually
co~e true in the Second World War with an attack on Hawaii?

B

Oh no, no. I think not. I think in uh, uh Hawaii in the, in
the eyes of the Navv and I think in the arms of the uh eves
of the Army was in,vnot impregnable but there was no, novuh,
no thought of its uh, ev-ever being attacked in the sense that
uh, uh, matter of f2ct the exercise put on at uh, uh for
~awaii in 1925, the Grand Joint Exercise, Army-Navy, the uh
forces ashore, that included the naval district forces and
the Army, h3d a problem which uh assumed that they were
A~erican forces defen1ing the 5slands a~ainst an attack by

The operation

Yeah.
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B

(cont) Japanese forces which the, were represented by the fleet
and the, ~nd the uh, forces afloat. The fleet, that is the
forces afloat, were given the situation in which the islands
had been taken by Japan and the fleet was to retake them. So
you see how the, that was the way the problem was set up. But
it was purely fictitious problem, And uh, in everybodies mind
was merely just an agency in order to get the two forces uh,
operating against each other. But matter of fact it was uh, I
thought a flop from the standpo5nt of Army- Navy cooperation
because they uh, neither one knew what the other was doing.
Care less about it I think.

P

How did General Hines view or did General Hines have any role
in the development of the color coded war plans, operational
war plans, such as the Orange Plan, the Orange - Red Plan uh
future war plans?

B Well only, only as uh, as uh Chief of Staff. He knew that
the war pl a ns uh, uh, uh provision and uh, and the joint uh,
uh, uh committes of the joint uh Army-Navy board were concerned
with the, with the uh so called color plans uh, uh, and his,
his uh, activity with reg2rd to them was uh, W3.S no more than
the supervision, supervisory function of ~he, of the Chief of
Staff of the Army and the sa~e Chief of Na~al Operations of
the, in the Navy. Uh, the Orange War Plan of course was a
nlan uh, uh, in a war with Janan. Uh, the Rainbow Plan which
~as the one finally uh, that ;tarted off with World War One
(Two), was a, was a world wide uh, uh, operation against uh,
more than one enemy, - Somewhat like the war turned out to be.
But uh, to my recollection during his time as Chief of Staff,
he was not uh, uh, uh, uh having to be concerned intimately
with the, with the uh develorment of the war plans as they
were uh being done in the War Plans division of the staff.
P

Back to the, well in the mid - twenties, uh General Mitchell,
Billy Mitchell, predicted an air attack on Pearl Harbor in
the future. General Hines hs.ve any knowledge of this or
did he accept that?

B

I dont think he ever had, was ever confronted with uh, with
uh, uh, uh position to take with regard to it but uh, uh,
all uh, uh discussions of the future w2.:r involved uh, such
things as attack on uh, on uh, uh Eawaii or the Panama Canal
and other vunerable points rather than on the, on the
continent - contin9~tal uh, lirnits of the United States. Uh,
at uh, at the uh Army War College during that period, I recall
that one of the uh, uh w2.r pl2.nning problems was a, w2.s a war
uh, uh an Orange War Plan-war with Japan, in which there was
an attack on Pearl Harbor, an attack on uh, on the Panama
Canal, uh as well as uh, Alaska and the Philippines. So that
uh, uh I would say ~s Chief of Staff, in his position uh, none
of th~se uh, aspects were ever sin~led out and uh, uh discussed
with him or thought about uh, in connection with, with the
future uh, uh, uh situ2.tion of the United States in, in uh, a
possible w2.r.

P

Whe t did uh, or how did Gener81 Hines feel about the need for
the edu::2.tion of the rrofession:=i.l arrny offi:ers from let us
c-:>v _
'.'lo~+ -i=:ni 'Y'\T. ri o-h+ - rm un t.o thP. Armv Staff and Command
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P

(cont) College and the Army \'lar College.
need for these and uh, uh .••

Did he view a

B Well, I wouldnt know other than his position uh, uh as the,
head at the time, head of the army. I'm sure he was uh, was
uh, uh an advocate of the military educational system in the
schools. Uh, between the wars in his period, you speak of as
uh, in the mid-twenties uh, uh thats what saved the army in
my opinion because there werent any troops to command and the
only place to, to give your uh, your officers the experience
was in, was in the schools. And in, in uh, theoretical
maneuvers because there werent enough troops to command to
get command duty. (Pause) And he was perfectly ~ware of that.
I mean the army was spread pretty thin when you, uh one hundred
eighteen thousand troops world wide. There wasnt much uh, and
uh, and uh number of officers that had to be educated. You
couldn't, you couldn't get command of troops bec~use there
weren't enough troops.
(Pause) Its a little diff~reht situation
with the Navy and, and even with the Air, which was embryonic
at the time, but at least you had airplanes and ships in being.
And uh, they could have some experience with them. But there
weren't enough troops to command,
(Pause) Those were the dull
d2.ys.
P

Did General Hines have any rble in the establishment of the
Army War College at Carlisle Barracks?

B

No. That move was taken uh, see the uh Army War College was,
was uh, at Fort ...

C

McN2.ir.

B

.,.McN2ir. yeah.

C

Yeah.

B

At Fort McNair up to 1940 and uh, and uh, uh was suspended for
World War Two and then restarted at Fort Levenworth in uh,
1947. And then moved to Carlisle. So General Hines of course
had,· \>,2s, i':8S uh, ..

B

... long retired and h~d no, no connection with that at all.

P

Uh, now I would like to talk about any recollections .•. (end of tape).

TAPE 2

C

SIDE 2

\'lhen you want to have, get anymore, you just get up and get it.

B Uh, never had any trouble except when they asked me if I, I
said no when they asked me if I'd had enough. (Laughter) Well,
now.
P

Talking about reccll2c-tior.s about. 0f your father at his . earliest
time in hiE career. Anything that he rnay h~ve talked to you .
about uh, his days at West Point (to ~rs. Cleland)?

C

Well, he w2.snt very happy at \'lest Point. Because he, he uh,
didnt know anybody. He'd never had anything to do. Well, it
really goes back to before West Point. He had of course had
a very sketchy education. He'd gone to a one roo~ school in
the town or the country there and he had uh, uh, and then he'd
gone to a normal school. He was going to be a teacher. And
an epidemic of smallpox was it, broke out and he ha d to go
ho~e for three months. And so he w~s grop5ng around for some thing to do and he read in the uh, some paper, ~bout entrance
exams for West Point were being given in Charleston (West
Virginia) at a certain date. Only he didnt know anything
about West Point. But he looked, found out something about it,
and he had this woman who h1d been a teacher and good friend
Miss Dora McPhereson. who was then retired, and she said that
she would tuitor him. So that, to learn the things th2t uh,
I g uess he, maybe he was sent sample questions ..•

B

Oh yes, yes.

C

... or some t hing, and so he went to Charleston and he passed
the exam. He had to pay his own way, and there was another
man uh, Mason ..•

B

Patrick.

C

•• ,tfiason Fatrick who also went from Lewisburg.
And he was
from a weaJ.thier family and had much more uh, savoir faire
than father did. And he, I think he also pass~d to. And
then they had to, then ~fter pa ssing that exam they had to
go up to Vlest Foi nt and take another exam, pay their own way,
anu wi,en he g ot up t!"lere J'.'2.son F2tricks cousin, who had been
fa-taking the exam with father, and had not passed, father
thought, W? S there to take th5s exam. Well he thought thats
the end of me and, but he took the ex2m ~nd he c2me out the
uh, well the other man was the alternate, ..

B

The altern2te yes.

C

... He was the first one. And so he, he g ot the appointment
uh, to West Point. Eut uh, he always felt that Miss Dora
McPhereson was the one th~t was uh, responsible for the fact
that he p~ssed 2nd he kept up with her through all the years
of her life after that which, 2nd she lived to be quite an
old lady.

P

Pe mus t have h2d a stru ~r le gr a de wise at the Point bec ~use
he gr 2duated f orty- third in a class of sixty-five.
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C

Yeah, And he had to study all the time, He didnt hnve very
many friends because of that and because they were (clears
voice) well I suppose they were plebes dont yo~ (to Bolte)?

B

Oh yes,

I think that uh, uh •.•

C · And then his family were to pbor so nobody ever visited him,
And the only time he ever left West Point was when his brother
Patrick, was killed in a, in a train or he fell off a train
and was killed, and father went back for his funeral, And
that wes the only time he left West Point until after two years
when he took what they call it, the furlough (to Bolte)?
B

Furlough.

C

Furlough.

B

Yeah the furlough,

P

After his graduation in 1891, stationed in Nebraska and in
Montana uh in the early 189o•s. He ever have any service
with Indian affairs or anything like thi~?

C Well the only thing he had w2s, he was, went to Pine Ridge
Camp which is now in the news again or has been, to see that
the indians were given the provisions that had been promised
to them and he was perfectly horrified at the shabby blankets
and stocks that was provided to give to the indians, And so
when he gave his report that it had been given to them, he
always put in that how poor a quality it was, And he always
got b2ck a letter saying you ere not to comment on anything
except the fact that it has been-delivered, Th~t:0ent on I
think. , ,
B

Yeah,

C

.. ,three years.

B S2me old story,
C

Yeah,

B

Frote cted uh, s o~ehow,

C

Yeah,

P

Did General Hines ever have 2ny recollections or did he ever
know General Neison ~iles or General Crook or were they dead
by this time?

C

I think he knew them.

B He kne~ of them,

He knew several of the, •.

C

J

think he kn~w General Miles.

B

Oh but, b'Jt r.:.i-!,'.5les 12.sted for a long time.

He was uh,
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B

(cont) commanding the army at the time of, of the Cuban
war with, war with Spain. Matter of fact, he went to Puerto
Rico I think, instead of •.•

C

Did he (to Bolte)?

B

•.• Yeah, Instead of Cuba. He didnt get into Cuba. But
Miles uh, he was the uh,,there was an army commander then.
We didnt have any General Staff and uh ..•

C

Well what was the name of that General that went to Cuba
that was so fat (to Bolte)?

B

Shafter.

C

Shafter.

B

Shafter w~s the big fat one.

B

He had to have a ...

C

Had to have ...

B

••. derrick to get him on board a horse.

C

He rode in sort of a hammock ..•

B

Yeah.

C

.•. like thing between two horses.

B

Yeah. He was uh, weighed three hundred and some twenty
pounds, soMething like thet.

P

Any recollections of your father during the Sp2..nish-Arnerican
War and what about the incident where he commandeered the
train from Teddy Roosevelt?

C Well, thats aJ.l I know,

(Laughter)

Cause, 0f course I wasnt born.

B

It's all heresay.

C

But all! know is what I was told and read in, and have you
read th~t Second Division history (to Peake)?

P

I've glanc0d over it, yes.

C

Well, that takes care of it.

P

Uh,

C

And my grandfather who was in command of the regiment, he
wasn't anxious to go to Cuba. He'd been through the Civil
War and he'd had enough wers ...

B

He'd had enough war.

(P2,use) ...

He didnt want to get down to the (garbled).
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C

•.. and he didnt, he wasnt to keen about getting on that uh,
Rough Riders train and, so when father commandeered it, why
grandf2.ther was astonished,
(Laughter). Not to ple2.sed.

B

Yeah.

P

After the Spanish-Am:=-rican War he goes to the Philippine Islands
for the Philippine Insurrection. Do you have any, 2ny
recoll~ctions of that? Anything your father might have told you?

C

Well, I was born just before he went. And he went AWOL (Absent
Without Ie2ve) to come home and see me.
(Laughter) And, I
wasnt ~11ch to look at being about two dc3_ys old. He st2yed at
home about two days 2nd sew me then he went, Thats all I know.
I, I remP~ber funny stories that, about his experiences on the
transport goin:; to, to the p:1ili ppines ?..:id tr:e :-:2.n j n comm::~c,
Tull:' :-:-:->·:-:.y.
(Very low 2.nd g'"'r:Jled vo5. ,~ es). He w2.lked wi-:h a
cane and they were s1..i;,po2ed -::o be in their quarters, in their
cabins. And uh, they would be down below deck in the Qu~rterm2.stP.rs uh, quarters-room, playing poker, And they cou}d. h2ar
Tullv YcCrav ~alking all around unstaits on the deck with his
cane~going ~nd looking for them c~use he knew they were up to
no good.
(L2ughs).

B

He was co~~3nding the troops on board.

C

Yeah,. yeah.

P

1916 finds your f2.ther in ffexico with General Pershing on the
Punitive E~n~dition to find Pancho Villa, Any recollections
of that and-w~s this his first acqu2int2nc~ with General
Pershi!1g? Is this v.1here there friendship develops?

C

Well, he h::d b<::en with General Pershing in San Frencisco before
he went to El P2..so (Texas). Oh, he hs..d known him in the
Philir~in~s ye2rs before. But not intimately, just casually.
And th e n hG was on his steff in ~l Paso before.they went to,
to u~, he'd known him in San Francisco then in El Paso, then
they ~0nt to Wexico. So he knew him rather intimately. If
anyone kn:=-w him intim~tely. He was, he was not a very uh, easy
man to tno•::.

C

H~ •••

P

Wh~t d5d h~ t~ink about that expedition? (Pause)

B

After Villa?

C

Well •..

B

Going in there?
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C

.. ,I dont know.

B No,

I dont know what he would think about.
job to go in and do, when they ...

It was just a

C I, I think he thought it was disappointing that they were
not allowed to do anything.

P

Yeah.

C

Yeah.

p

•. ,didn't want them to ...

C

Yeah.

p

.•• capture him.

The government wouldn't, .•

C No, no. They weren't allowed to c::lpture him. And so he, that
was diseppointing, He was the, the censor for the newspaper
and uh, uh, they hated him, all the newspaper people, and he
hated th~m uh, in return. And onetime, one of them went with
a story to General Pershing over fathers head, and General
Pershing approved it. And uh, uh then it came, father saw
that it was going over wire ·to Washington to be in the newsnaber and he said to, to give it to him before it went, and
he-took it to General ?ershing and he said did you know that
this was in the story? And General Pershing read it over and
he s2.id "Good God no ·; How did that get in it?" (Laughter)
11.nd father s2:i d well you approved it sir.
And General Pershing
said "Well" uh, he w~ote on it and said "nothing is to be
approved by anybody but P,"a jor Hines, from now on." So .•.
B

They'd slipped it by.

Thought they had.

C

.•. Yeah, they thought they had.

P

I have that incident in the article.

C

Oh h2.ve you?

P

Yeah, yeah. I took it from the book by Donald Smythe, Gu~rrilla
Werrior, which is about Pershing •..

C

Oh ye2h,

P

.•. on the Pu~itive ~xnedition.
(Pause) At the beginning of the
war in Europe in 1914~ did they have, General Hines have any
idea at that time, that America would be in the war in 1917?
Did he ever express any, any thoughts that, that the United
States would go to wc.r? Did he expect America to rern2.in neutral?

C

I, I, I think he did, I cant remember any special exr,ression
of it but I think, everybody thought so,

B

I think, I think that all military people thought that we were
going to get into it sooner or later. I think when ...

But father c2ught em.
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P

What about in 1915 with the sinking of the "Lusitania",
Did he ever s2y anything about the Germans then? About
the use of unrestricted submarine warfare?

C

Not to my memory.

B No,

(Very Low) Nothing about it then.

P

Well then in 1917 he uh, goes with Pershing and the AEF.
His earliest roles as Assistant ...

B

Assistant Adjutant. Assistant Adjutant General when he
went over I think. Uh, Benjamin Algo~d was the Adjutant
General ..•

C

Yeah.

B

... I think.

C

And he got sick after he got over there.
the Adjutant General for a short time.

B Yeah.

And father became

Ye ~h, and then ...

C And then he was given a command of troops and a star.

B Yeah.

You see there was a letter uh, uh, did I, did I enenclose a letter to uh, to uh, to his brother - in- law, Will
Wherry? He wrote a letter ex planing why General ?ershing
gave him the re g iment. Well I've g ot it somewhere. Uh, will
look at my house and . see if I, uh I think there was a letter
that he wrote to uh, to Will Wherry, in which he explainE>d
how he got his command. Seems to me I, I dont know where it
is. It isnt in, in Carlisle or up in ...

C

Well I know he wanted the command and General Pershin~ knew
he wanted tr0op comrr.=1nd. And when this vac a ncy occurred,
General Pershing e sked him if he wanted it and he said,
well yes sir, it its all ri g ht with you. And General Pershing
s~id well, its yo urs and God bless you 2nd do a good job or
something like 7-hat. But uh, th 2ts all I reme~ber.

B Well, I, I think its in this letter and I think, I dont know
where, where I saw it, but I, cause I dont think I've kept
anything other than, than the copy of the Assemblv and the
copy of the stuff that I've wrote there. I'll look and see if ...
P

How did General Hines feel about the First Division since
that was uh, the one he was connected with?

B

Its hard to tell. I dont know which was which there, because
he commandE>d the Fourth Division.

P

First Brigade of the First Division.

B

Yeah.

p

The Big Red One.

J2
B

Yeah,

C

Well he was always loyal to it and felt it was a wonderful
division. But the Fourth Division was his real love cause
thats the one he commanded,

P

The Ivy I,eaf?

B

Yeap.

C

Yeah,

B

Thats it.

P

Well, I know that the First Division later in 1966- 68 is in
Vietnam. How did he feel then? When they were over there.
I mean did he still feel a sense of pride and loyalty?

B I dont think he even knew.
C Not especially. I think he was proud that they were doing
a good job, But nothing personal, He had no personal
feeling about it as I remember.
(Pause)
p

Re~din~ in his diary, General Hines comments about uh, several
times in his diary uh, he has several entries where he forbids
the discussion of peace towards the end of the war about
Armistice talks. Uh, he felt that this would be detrimental
~o the morale of the troops. Did he ever mention anything
uh, about this to you (to Krs. Cleland)?

C

No.

B

Well it, it would be the philosophy of course, there. Instead
of 11h, uh, any military force that h2.d uh, tho~ght a bout the
Armistice corning or the end of it or so~ething like that,
because, I me~n as far as command is concerned, discourage
2nythin g like that see. At least I would.

p

General Pershing favored un- uncondition a l surrender for the
Gerreans in the First World War. He wanted to continue to
Berlin although the French and the British were sick of the
war. Did General Hines express the same feelings? Did he
fe'?l they should go on and press them to, to an unconditional
surrender instead of an Armistice?

C

I n1:cver heard him say so but I'm sure that anything General
Pershing thought, he agreed with. (laughter)

B

And I w2.s in the hospital at the time of the end of the war
so I wouldn't know what any of them were thinking about it.
(Laughter)
(P2.use)

C

Can I get s ome Sherry (to Bolte)?

JJ
B

Oh now Alice, I dont know.

p

What about his uh, following his retirement finally in uh, in
uh, by a special act of Congress in 1940. Did uh •.•

B

Thats, thats what came about you see. He was retired uh, as
a Major General in 1934 it was I guess. And it wasnt until
this uh, activity took place uh, uh, to support th1s, that
their was an act of Congress passed that, that uh, that put
him on the retjred list as a, ~s a full General, But the
proviso in it as always is in those private b1lls there,
that nothing in this will serve to pay uh, incre 2s e the pay
and so on. So uh, very unjustly I thought, that uh, belatedly.
Why it w~snt until, until this uh, this bill of uh, of 19.,.

C

45 I think it was.

B

, .. Somewhere. That-and uh, Leo Binetti (Phonetic Spelling)
was the one that put that phrase in there that said and all
forrr.er Chiefs of Staff would pie - get the pay of a four star,
and he w2s the only one of course, who, all, all others h~d
gone out as four star.
Oh tr.ats not the same bill I'm talking about.

B

No. No it w2s, it was the 40. No this bill was uh, was only,
only about 1960 I think. 62 or J. Somewhere along there
because I dont think he went to four st2r pay until uh ..•

C

No.

B

Yeah.

?

While General Hines was Chief of Staff uh, 1926. How did he
feel about the need for the National Guard and the Reserve
and the Reserve Officers Training Corps program?

B

Oh he was a great supporter of all, ~11 that.

Well as Chief
of St a ff that was the policy of the, of the dep~rtment then.
_t nn uh, rut of course what he w2-nted, 2-nd uh• uh, everybody
wanted w~s a little bit ~~rger force th a n we had at the time.
Jt was whittled down so sma ll that uh, that uh, there wasn't
enuut':.r1 re2..lly to k<:!ep the acti vi ti es going that we had.
One hundred e ig hteen thousand worldwide is pretty, pretty,
scattered pretty thin. Uh, I was out later with the 15th
Infantry in, in tents in there, it was uh, I think it had
about eight hundred men in it, something like that. Jt had
a lot of officers. Had about fifty some officers I think.

C

Well then they had the Philippines.

Not till then.

B Ye~h.
C

And uh ...

B

Garr5sons were so small.

C

:"eah,

?ut uh.

J4
(Pause).
C

Cuba.

B

Yeah.

C

P.ad troops in Cuba then.

B

Yeah.

C

Yeah.

P

I'm looking at an article, I dont have a date, its part of
another article but its talking about General Hine~. I dont
know if this is uh, yes he is Chief of Staff at this time,
investigating flood districts for flood, for the prevention
of flood disasters. Was this in connection, ~ny connection
with the Army engineering ..•

B

That would be Army Engineers.

P

••. corps?

B

Yeah, that would be army engineers, I, I think that would
be merely in his position as such that he h~d uh, official
cognizance of it. But that was an engineers (garbled). Of
course, 2lways came up more on the demand of the people who
were in that district, Their the ones that wanted uh, uh,
uh help.

Yes.

And of course Alaska was still distant uh.

(:Pause).

P

What about when the War Department passed away and, and uh,
all the services are jointly combined under the Pentagon.
How did he feel about that? Did he express any feelings
towards the combination of Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine
Corps under ..•

B Well I think.,,
P

,,.Der~rt~ent of Defense?

B

. .. I think he was for it. In, in the years before because
it w~s uh, the uh, old system of the Army-Navy controlled
~nlP1y in as fir as they were controlled by the, the ArmyNavy Board. The general-so that there wesnt any get together.
But of course that uh, law didnt come into effect until 1947
with the Defense De"'.)artment and he'd been ret5red and so on.
And uh, I think he 3ust went along with it. He was uh, uh,
he was a believer in getting together with the uh, I'll call
it unifying because I remember talking with him and uh, in
the thirties there when I was on the staff of the Army War
College about the, the uh, need for uh, joint unification.
And he simply mentioned yes, that he used to be 2, a Chief
of Coast Artillery there. And w2s the only one that was a
Chief of in the ye2_rs before the, unification you might sey.
And they got, 2s he seid, ~ot a billion dollars for Coast
Defense and never a shot fired in anfer. Rut uh.
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P

How d:id he feel about the use of Coast Artillery?
see its decline?

B

Yes.

Did he

P Think it should be (garbled).
B

Its just gs I say, he, he, he uh, he made th1s remark uh,
caustic remark about spending 2-ll this money for Coast
Defenses and never a shot fired in anger when you can, ~u
need some for the mobile forces and the forces th~t uh,
went on jobs overseas and so on.

P

Was General Pines ever, and I'd like an honest answer, was

he ever really involved in any controversy? Was there ever
anythin~ that he spoke out against the army? Something
that he did not really agree with? Policy or •..

B I cant conceive of it.

I sure dont know. Dont h~ve any uh,
cause he was, he certainly was in the shaping of policies
in the late-later years when her when I knew him 2..nd I dont
Y-now what he would have thought befo:r-e that.
I suppose he
went along and did his job as a soldier.

P

Following his career as a soldier, what about any political
aspirations and his politics?

C

He never had any.

B

None wh=tever.

C

Only tirn~ he ever voted was when he, or uh, arranged to vote,
was \'-'hen he thought General Pershing might run for president.

And he 2rranged an absentee vote in West Vir~inia, Onlv time.
But he didnt-vote until he w~s probably in his eighties~ or
nineties c~use •..
P

He .. ,

(;

... an army officer couldn't vo~e. Then he w2s in the District
of Col m~bi a wr.ere h~ c ovldn' t vote. And he could have voted

~id

~~~8~e

ever apr~o2ch him uh, as a possibility ...

P

... of running for Senator ...

C

No.

P

... or Re,resentative?

C

Not thet I know of.
I dont -:hir.1-:: so.

No.
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P

On t~e state level?

C Not that I know.

B I dont think he'd have any part of it.
P

Nothing on the national level either?

C

Not that I know of.

B

I cant conceive of it.

C We, we have to go to lunch.

I'm sorry.

B

I th5_nk ...

P

O.K.

B

.. ;he was opposed to uh, all that anyway.

(End of Tape).

